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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a preliminary study about a combined-cycle engine based on a turboshaft engine and an organic-
Rankine-cycle (ORC) bottoming unit to be used onboard an aircraft with a turboelectric propulsion system. The aim is
to analyse whether benefits with respect to mission fuel consumption can be derived by employing such a combined-
cycle engine when compared to a simple-cycle turboshaft engine. For this purpose, a multidisciplinary optimization
framework is developed, incorporating models for the engine, ORC system, ORC turbine, heat exchangers, and mission
analysis. This framework is coupled with an optimizer to identify the optimal combined-cycle engine design for
minimum mission fuel consumption. The results suggest that fuel savings of around 4% are possible with the optimized
system if compared to the aircraft employing turboshaft engines. Heat exchanger volume is identified as the most
constraining parameter when it comes to combined-cycle performance. The analysis of the results suggests as aspects
which might lead to further improvements the evaluation of other ORC architectures, working fluids and heat exchanger
topologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The thermal efficiency of modern aero-engines is around 50%. This means that half of the chemical energy provided
by the combustion of fossil fuel is lost to the environment in the form of a hot exhaust gas stream. Improvements in
thermal efficiency of conventional gas turbines can be achieved with increasing turbine inlet temperature (TIT) and
overall pressure ratio (OPR). However, further efficiency improvements by these means proof increasingly difficult
due to material limitations and emission regulations [31]. Modifications to the thermodynamic cycle may allow to
overcome this limitation. Various ideas such as architectures employing recuperation and/or intercooling as well as
combined cycle configurations have been studied in the past [5, 49, 38]. However, such cycle configurations, which
are standard in the power sector, have not been realized yet as aircraft propulsion systems. Organic-Rankine-cycle
(ORC) bottoming units for medium-power capacity stationary gas turbines have been successfully deployed [27].
ORC waste-heat-recovery (WHR) systems are also employed on board of vessels and have been thoroughly tested as
a way of improving the fuel efficiency of long-haul truck engines [27]. Only few recent studies analysed the effect of
recovering otherwise wasted thermal energy with an ORC system from turbofan engines [37], turboprop engines [50]
and reciprocating engines for general aviation aircraft [20]. These studies indicate a different level of possible fuel
savings when employing such combined-cycle engines if compared to their simple-cycle counterparts, ranging from
1% to 15%. However, the research work conducted so far does differ in the level of modelling fidelity and only partially
considers component sizing and airframe integration.

The preliminary research presented here aims at investigating ORC WHR systems onboard aircraft by means
of more realistic, therefore more complex simulations and design optimization methods. Part of this effort is thus
devoted to the development of a novel multidisciplinary simulation framework. This framework is coded in Python
and includes modules for gas turbine and ORC performance simulations, ORC turbine and heat exchanger preliminary
design as well as aircraft design and aircraft performance simulation. In an earlier work, this framework was employed
to study a simple application scenario involving an aircraft auxiliary power unit whose performance is enhanced with an
ORC WHR system to provide power on ground only [29]. The results indicate that fuel savings are possible, give a first
insight into system design requirements, and highlight the importance of taking into account size limitations. This work
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is about the adoption of a combined-cycle turboshaft engine (CC-TS) consisting of a turboshaft engine and an ORC
WHR unit onboard a single-aisle turboelectric aircraft. The main research question is: What is the impact on mission
fuel consumption of adopting an ORC WHR unit for turboshaft engines of a turboelectric aircraft? For this purpose an
optimized CC-TS preliminary design is identified as a result of the minimization of mission fuel consumption taking
into account size limitations.

The reference aircraft selected for this study is the ONERA Dragon turboelectric aircraft concept [43]. This
aircraft employs two turboshaft engines housed in pods in the aft of the aircraft to provide electrical power to an
under-the-wing distributed propulsion system consisting of electrically-driven ducted fans. Research indicates that
aerodynamic benefits of this configuration can improve fuel consumption by 7% compared to a traditional tube-and-
wing aircraft employing turbofan engines with the same technology level of turboshaft engines that is assumed to be
a year 2035 entry into service [43]. The work at hand analyses the performance of this aircraft architecture when
replacing the turboshaft engines with CC-TS engines and is referred to as Dragon CC-TS.

Figure 1: Rendering of the ONERA Dragon aircraft con-
cept as presented in Ref. [43].

Table 1: Top level aircraft requirements (TLARs)
of the ONERA Dragon [43]

Parameter Input

Range (nmi/km) 2750/5100
Number of passengers (-) 150
Mach number (-) 0.78
Design payload (kg) 13600

2. METHODOLOGY

The numerical framework developed for the preliminary design and evaluation of the CC-TS system is modular and
all modules are integrated into a system model using the Python library openMDAO [16]. The framework is hereafter
referred to as the ARENA framework and the acronym ARENA stands for airborne energy harvesting for aircraft.
Figure 2 shows the extended design structure matrix (XDSM) of the system model containing all its major modules.
Figure 3 shows the process flow diagram (PFD) of the CC-TS.

2.1 Optimization Problem

Numerical optimization is used to identify a CC-TS design that minimizes mission fuel mass (mfuel). Therefore, the
following single-objective optimization problem is solved:

minimize F(x) = mfuel(x)

subject to: xL
i ≤ xi ≤ xU

i

(1)

The design vector (x) is composed of 18 variables which relate to the thermodynamic cycle and the preliminary
design of the components of the CC-TS system, namely the turboshaft engine, the ORC, the heat exchangers, the
ORC turbogenerator and the ram-air duct. Table 2 lists the design variables xi considered in the optimization together
with their lower bounds (xL

i ) and upper bounds (xU
i ). The optimization problem is solved using a genetic algorithm

implemented in the Python library pymoo [4]. A population size of approximately ten times the number of design
variables is used for the genetic algorithm. The convergence criterion is that the relative change between the last and
the 5th to last generation is below 10−6.

2.2 Aircraft Aerodynamics, Mass and Performance

This module of the ARENA framework performs aircraft mass and mission analysis. This process includes the eval-
uation of: 1) lift coefficient (CL) and drag coefficient (CD), 2) maximum take-off mass (mmto), 3) mission fuel mass
(mfuel), 4) required generator output power during take-off (Ẇto) and wing area (S ref), 5) cruise altitude (hcr) and 6)
required generator output power during cruise (Ẇcr).
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Figure 2: XDSM of the Dragon CC-TS system model.
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Figure 3: Process flow diagram of the CC-TS configuration.

Table 2: CC-TS design variables and their corresponding bounds.

Model Variables (xi) Description (Unit) Bounds (xL/xU)

Turboshaft Πnoz Nozzle pressure ratio (-) 1.05/1.4

ORC
Tmin,orc Minimum cycle temperature (K) 323/423
Tmax,orc Maximum cycle temperature (K) 520/570
pmax,orc Maximum cycle pressure (Pa) 1.1pcrit/1.5pcrit
∆Tpp,cond Condenser pinch point temperature difference (K) 20/100
∆Tpp,evap Evaporator pinch point temperature difference (K) 20/100

ORC
HEX

Xcond Condenser flat-tube length (m) 0.5/1.0
ϕl,cond Condenser louver angle (deg) 10/30
bf,cond Condenser fin height (mm) 7.0/12.0
pf,cond Condenser fin pitch (mm) 1.0/4.0
xt,evap Evaporator non-dimensional transversal pitch (-) 1.25/3.00
xl,evap Evaporator non-dimensional longitudinal pitch (-) 1.25/3.0

npass,evap Evaporator number of passes (-) 8/19

Ram-air
Duct

ṁfrac,intake Intake design mass flow rate ratio (-) 0.4/1.0
θcond Condenser tilt angle (◦) 45/75

ORC
Turbo

Generator

ψis Isentropic stage loading (-) 0.4/1.3
ϕ Flow coefficient (-) 0.10/0.40
ν Hub-to-tip ratio (-) 0.40/0.65

A three-term drag polar of the aircraft in the form CD = CD,min+KL(CL−CL,min)2 [47] is adopted. The coefficient
CD,min is approximated to be equal to the zero-lift drag coefficient of the two-term drag polar and approximated based
on the method of Obert [36]. The coefficients KL and CL,min are determined based on estimated cruise lift and drag
coefficients of the ONERA Dragon. The resulting coefficients are CD,min = 0.0183, KL = 0.0937 and CL,min = 0.160.
In the case of the Dragon CC-TS, the net force arising from the ram-air duct is interpreted as a change in zero-lift drag
and results in a parallel shift of the drag polar.

Mass estimation of turboelectric and hybrid-electric aircraft architectures poses a challenge to conceptual air-
craft design as commonly used empirical laws relating mmto to operating empty mass (moe) do not cover these novel
configurations. It is therefore necessary to apply a more detailed component based mass estimation method. In this
work a method proposed by De Vries et al. [10] is used. This method assumes that moe minus wing mass (mwing) and
powertrain mass (mpt), hereafter referred to as m′oe, is independent of the powertrain architecture. moe can subsequently
be determined as

moe = m′oe + mpt + mwing. (2)

m′oe can either be calculated by further subdivinding the airframe into its major components and applying empirical
relations to determine the corresponding masses, or in case of a retrofitting scenario it might be possible to derive its
value for the reference aircraft. m′oe is approximated to be 24 900 kg for the ONERA Dragon. There are no empirical
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methods available to estimate the wing mass of aircraft employing a distributed wing-mounted propulsion system. In
this work the method of Torenbeek [45, App. C] is applied; it provides good sensitivity of the wing mass to major
design parameters including the option to consider 0, 2 or 4 wing-mounted engines. The wing mass estimated with
this method assuming 4 wing-mounted engines shows good agreement with the wing mass estimated for the ONERA
Dragon (see Tab. 5), if geometrical details of the wing such as thickness-to-chord ratio, inclination angles, wing sweep
and wing aspect ratio are set to the values provided by Schmollgruber et al. [43].

Mission fuel mass is estimated based on the Breguet range equation for cruise-climb in combination with a
definition of an equivalent cruise range according to Torenbeek [46]. This equivalent cruise range includes the nominal
cruise range according to the top level aircraft requirements (TLARs), a lost range representing the amount of fuel
required for climbing and the range required for divergence, holding and contingency. A divergence range of 400 km,
a holding time of 30 min and a contingency fraction of 5% are assumed. Cruise is performed at constant Mach number
and at maximum lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) resulting in a continuous cruise-climb trajectory.

To ensure that the Dragon CC-TS fulfills the design requirements of the ONERA Dragon aircraft, the same wing
loading and power loading at maximum take-off mass is adopted. Using these values together with the evaluated mmto,
the values of Ẇto and S ref are determined. Note that Ẇcr and Ẇto refer to generator output power.

In the second to last step, the hcr is determined based on the given Mach number, CL and mid-cruise aircraft
mass. In the last step, the required generator output power during cruise is evaluated taking into account the residual
jet thrust (Fnet,ts) produced by the CC-TS engines according to the power balance

Ẇcr =
(D − 2Fnet,ts)v∞

ηtransηprop
, (3)

where D is the aircraft drag, v∞ the cruise velocity, ηtrans the electrical powertrain efficiency (see Section 2.3) and
ηprop the propulsive efficiency. All cruise-related parameters are evaluated based on the mid-cruise aircraft mass (mcr)
approximated according to [46] as mcr =

√
mmto(mmto − mfuel,cr), where mfuel,cr is the fuel mass required for the cruise

range according to the TLARs.

2.3 Powertrain

The powertrain architecture of the Dragon CC-TS is the same as that of the ONERA Dragon with the exception of the
added ORC unit. The main components of the powertrain are the CC-TS, electrical power transmission components and
ducted-fans. The distributed propulsion system consists of 26 ducted fans. Figure 4 shows half of the cross-redundant
architecture. Note that fault current limiters and circuit breakers are omitted in this figure for simplicity. Table 3 gives
mass specific power and efficiency values of the electrical components, which are sized for maximum power demand,
thus during take-off. Note that the indicated values for generator mass-specific power and efficiency do not apply to
the ORC turbogenerator, and are determined by a separate preliminary design tool explained in Section 2.7.

The powertrain mass (mpt) is the sum of two times the CC-TS mass (mccts) and the mass of the electrical power
transmission components (mtrans). mccts is the sum of the turboshaft mass (mts), the mass of the two turboshaft mounted
generators (mgen), and the mass of the ORC unit assembly (morc). mtrans is the sum of the individual electrical component
masses. These masses are determined by dividing rated power of each component by its mass-specific power value
listed in Tab. 3. The variation of ducted-fan size and mass with input power and the variation of cooling system mass
with rated power of the electrical components are not modelled. The masses of these components are considered fixed
and included in the mass m′oe (see Section 2.2).

The powertrain efficiency (ηpt) is defined as the product of the net CC-TS efficiency (ηnet,ccts), the electrical
component transmission efficiency (ηtrans) and the ducted-fan propulsive efficiency (ηprop). The net efficiencies of the
turboshaft, ORC system and CC-TS are defined as

ηnet,ts =
Ẇnet,ts

ṁfuel · LHV
, ηnet,orc =

Ẇnet,orc

Q̇evap
, ηnet,ccts =

Ẇnet,ccts

ṁfuel · LHV
, (4)

where ṁfuel is the fuel mass flow rate, Q̇evap the thermal power recovered by the evaporator and LHV the lower heating
value of the fuel which is 43 MJ/kg. The CC-TS net power output (Ẇnet,ccts) is the sum of turboshaft net power output
(Ẇnet,ts) and ORC net power output (Ẇnet,orc). Ẇnet,ccts of a single CC-TS unit is half the required power demand during
cruise Ẇcr (Eq. 3) and take-off Ẇto, respectively. Note that net power output refers to generator power output of the
turboshaft and ORC unit, also see Fig. 4. ηtrans accounts for losses occurring in the electrical components between the
CC-TS and the ducted-fans and is calculated as ηtrans = ηacdcηpmuηdcacηmot, where ηacdc is the inverter efficiency, ηpmu
the combined efficiency of the DC busses, ηdcac is the converter efficiency and ηmot the electrical motor efficiency. ηprop
is set to 86%, which is the value applied for the ONERA Dragon [11].
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The power specific fuel consumption (PSFC) is defined as the fuel mass flow rate divided by the total generator
power output. The use of the generator power output instead of the engine shaft power output allows a direct compari-
son between aircraft configurations using simple-cycle turboshaft engines and CC-TS engines. The PSFC of CC-TS is
calculated as

PSFCccts =
ṁfuel

Ẇnet,ccts
. (5)

PMU
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Figure 4: Dragon CC-TS powertrain architecture (adapted from Schmollgruber et al. [43]). Thick blue lines indicate
mechanical power transmission, thick black lines electrical power transmission.

Table 3: Assumptions regarding the technology level of electric components. A moderate technology level is selected
in accordance with the values provided in Ref. [43]

Component Mass specific
power (kW/kg) Efficiency (η)

Generator (Gen) 13.5 0.95
Motor (Mot) 19.0 0.98
Inverter (AC/DC) 19.0 0.98
Converter (DC/AC) 19.0 0.98
Power management unit (PMU) 20.0 0.99
Cables 16.0∗ 1.00∗∗

∗ The value is estimated by dividing the take-off power by the overall cable mass as given for the
ONERA Dragon aircraft in Ref. [39] and is therefore not a generally applicable value.
∗∗ Cable losses are omitted for simplicity.

2.4 Engine

The turboshaft engine considered in this work is a two-spool engine with a free power turbine (FPT). The FPT powers
to two electric generators. The use of two generators instead of one provides redundancy and their diameter is smaller
than that of a single generator which is important for the integration with the turboshaft engine. The PFD of this engine
is depicted on the left-hand side of Fig. 3. As show in the XDSM in Fig. 2 the turboshaft sub-model provides as output
the performance of the turboshaft engine at design point.
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2.5 Thermodynamic Modelling and Mass Estimation

The thermodynamic performance of the engine is calculated with the Python library pycycle [19]. Jet-A/A1 is used
as the fuel. Turbomachinery polytropic efficiencies are determined using correlations presented by Samuelsson et al.
[40], which are derived from the method described in [18, Ch. 5]. Based on statistical data, this method provides an
estimate of turbomachinery efficiency as a function of the entry into service (EIS) year, and of the stage loading. It
also takes into account scale effects based on the reduced mass flow rate (ṁred). Furthermore, the method accounts
for different turbomachinery types (axial/radial) and distinguishes between the turbomachinery of the low and high
pressure sections of the engine. In this work, all engine-related turbomachinery is considered to be of the axial type.

The turbine cooling model of Gauntner [13] is adopted to estimate cooling air demand as a function of the
maximum allowable turbine blade temperature and technology level.
The maximum allowable rotor blade temperature is estimated assuming creep as the dominant failure mechanism of
the rotor blades and it therefore depends on material characteristics, blade stress and desired minimum lifetime for
a certain amount of creep strain. For a given material, the relation between these variables can be modeled with the
Larson-Miller Parameter LMP. The LMP is a function of blade temperature (Tb) at a given spanwise section of the
blade and lifetime (tb,life) in hours for a given amount of creep strain: LMP = Tb[20 + log(tb,life)]. Creep strain is
determined by the combination of blade stress and temperature. Both vary along the blade span. While the highest
stress is experienced at the blade root, the highest blade temperatures are around mid-span. As a result the location of
highest creep strain is located around a quarter or one third of the blade span [42, Ch. 9]. In this work creep stress
is limited to 90% of creep rupture stress [42, Ch. 9] which corresponds to a creep strain of approximately 1% for
single-crystal alloys according to Grieb [18, Ch. 5]. First-stage rotor blades experience the highest creep due to high
centrifugal stress combined with very high temperatures. A simplified method is applied to determine rotor blade stress
due to the centrifugal load at the root of the blade as outlined in [41]. Differently from the rotor blades, the implemented
method assumes a constant value of maximum allowable temperature for the stator blades.

The dry mass of the engine excluding generators (mts) is estimated, to a first approximation, with an empirical
correlation whose sole input is the corrected air mass flow rate at the compressor inlet (ṁ0,red). Data available in the
database of Jane’s [22] for 12 turboshaft engines in the 300-3000 kW power range are used to derive the following
relation

mts = 21.56 · ṁ0,red + 85. (6)

The mass resulting from this equation in combination with the considered engine power capacity results in mass-
specific power values that are in good agreement with the technology assumptions cited by Schmollgruber et al. [43].
The mass of the generators is calculated by dividing the required take-off power with the mass-specific power value
given in Tab. 3.

2.5.1 Design Assumptions

The thermodynamic design point of the engine is cruise (CR) at ISA+15 conditions. The overall pressure ratio (OPR)
and turbine inlet temperature (TIT) that yield the highest efficiency at the design point are 45 and 1600 K, respectively.
These values result from the requirement of keeping the high-pressure compressor (HPC) exit temperature during take-
off below the allowable limit of 950 K [18]. The compression process is performed by a HPC with a pressure ratio of
20 and a low-pressure compressor (LPC) with a pressure ratio of 2.25.

The design point condition of the turbine cooling system is take-off (TO), when the highest value of TIT oc-
curs. However, presently the framework is only capable of simulating a single design point of the CC-TS, which is
cruise. To prevent an underestimation of the cooling air demand based on lower turbine temperatures during cruise,
the temperature provided to the cooling model is multiplied by a correction factor. The value of this correction factor
is approximated as θ0,to/θ0,cr ≈ TITto/TITcr [34], where θ0 is the ratio of total free-stream temperature to static mean-
sea-level temperature, assuming International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) conditions. The validity of this approach is
verified by means of on/off-design simulations of the turboshaft engine. The cooling flow rate is also a function of the
maximum allowable turbine blade temperature. A maximum allowable stator blade temperature of 1755 K is selected,
assuming that the construction material is a ceramic matrix composite [24]. The single-crystal alloy TMS-238 is se-
lected as the turbine blade metal and its characteristics are documented in Ref. [26]. Furthermore, a thermal barrier
coating (TBC) is assumed to be applied to all blades and the temperature difference across the TBC is assumed to be
100 K [18].

The polytropic efficiencies are determined with the method of [18]. The values of average stage loading (Ψ̄) are
Ψ̄lpc = 0.8, Ψ̄hpc = 1.0, Ψ̄hpt = 3.5, Ψ̄lpt = 3.5, Ψ̄fpt = 3.5. Note that Ψ̄ = 2∆H

U2
m

, where ∆H is the polytropic enthalpy
change per stage and Um the meridional velocity. Furthermore, 2035 is assumed as the entry into service (EIS) year of
the investigated engine concept.
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The cross-section of the exhaust duct of the engine is assumed to be of squared shape to accommodate the
ORC evaporator. For each percent of pressure drop caused by the presence of the evaporator, the turboshaft thermal
efficiency is reduced by approx. 0.2%. Therefore, a large evaporator frontal area is desirable as it reduces flow velocity
and therefore pressure drop. However, the size of the evaporator needs to be limited to a reasonable level in order to be
integrated into the nacelle of the engine. For this reason the side length of the exhaust duct is fixed to be approximately
20% larger than the power turbine exit diameter (see Fig. 7). The nozzle pressure ratio (Πnoz), which is defined as the
ratio of the nozzle throat total pressure to ambient static pressure, is adopted as a design variable. Its value sets the
amount of residual thrust (Fnet,ts) that the engine generates. Producing thrust with the engines could be beneficial to
counter the drag induced by the ram-air ducts housing the ORC condensers. Other design assumptions are made based
on data provided by Mattingly et al. [34, Ch. 4] for an engine with EIS 2035, namely, that the air intake pressure loss
is 0.2%, the combustor pressure loss is 4%, the high pressure and low pressure shaft mechanical efficiency is 99.6%,
the FPT shaft mechanical efficiency is 98% and the nozzle pressure loss is 0.3%.

2.6 Organic Rankine Cycle Unit

The right side of Fig. 3 shows the PFD of the ORC system, based on an air-cooled non-recuperated configuration.
To maximize thermodynamic efficiency a supercritical cycle is adopted. An in-house tool written in Python for on-
design point thermodynamic cycle calculations is used for the analysis of the organic-Rankine-cycle. Thermodynamic
properties of the working fluid, cyclopentane, are calculated with a state-of-the-art Helmoltz equation of state (HEOS)
model implemented in the open-source library CoolProp [3], while the ideal gas model [7] is used for the turboshaft
exhaust gas. Cyclopentane has a critical temperature (Tcrit) of 512 K, a critical pressure (pcrit) of 45.1 × 105Pa and a
normal boiling point temperature of 322 K [2]. According to results presented, for example, by Krempus et al. [28]
cyclopentane is a suitable working fluid for an ORC system recuperating thermal energy from a gas turbine due to its
high thermal stability (Tmax,fluid) of 573 K and high Tcrit. It is however possible that cyclopentane is not the optimal
working fluid, both in terms of performance of the resulting system and other technical and safety considerations.
Alternative working fluids will be assessed in future works.

The ORC turbine gross power output (Ẇgross,orc) is converted into electrical power via a dedicated generator
(see Figure 4). The turbine mechanical efficiency (ηmech,turb) and ORC generator efficiency (ηgen,ORC) are an output of
the turbogenerator design procedure described in Section 2.7. For the pump, an isentropic pump efficiency (ηis,pump)
of 65% and a mass-specific power of 4 kW/kg are assumed. These values are taken from Kwak et al. [30] which
documents research on electrically driven centrifugal pumps for small space launch vehicles, which operate under
similar conditions as expected for the pump of the ORC unit. The efficiency of the pump motor (ηmot,pump) is taken
from Tab. 3. Furthermore, a pump mechanical efficiency (ηmech,pump) of 99% is assumed. The net power output of the
ORC waste-heat-recovery system (Ẇnet,orc) is defined as

Ẇnet,orc = Ẇgross,orcηmech,turbηgen,orc −
Ẇnet,pump

ηmech,pumpηmot,pump
. (7)

The ORC system mass (morc) is determined as the sum of pump mass (mpump), turbogenerator mass (mtg), con-
denser mass (mcond), evaporator mass (mevap), working fluid mass (mfluid) and balance-of-plant mass (mbop,orc). The heat
exchanger and turbogenerator masses are an output of the corresponding modules performing their preliminary design.
mfluid is estimated as the product of 1.2 times the evaporator cold side volume and the density of the working fluid at
one atmosphere and 25 ◦C. It is further assumed that mbop,orc constitutes 10% of morc. This value is similar to that
taken by Zarati et al. [50]. However, the value assumed for the mass of the balance-of-plant components is affected by
uncertainty given the lack of information regarding ORC systems design for airborne applications.

The ORC unit is designed for the same environmental conditions as the turboshaft engine, i.e., CR ISA+15.
Table 4 lists the ORC thermodynamic cycle specifications and indicates the input values which are output values of
other sub-models.

2.7 ORC Turbogenerator

The ORC turbogenerator is modelled by means of an in-house Python program for the preliminary design of high-speed
turbomachinery. The code has been used for the preliminary design of a 10 kW laboratory high-speed ORC turbine
being realized at Delft University of Technology. The turbogenerator consists of the radial-inflow turbine, the circular
cross-section volute guiding the flow at the turbine inlet, and a permanent-magnet generator.

The model employed to design the single-stage radial-inflow turbine is based on an iterative routine based on
the theoretical framework described by Chen and Baines [6]. All flow losses (internal and external) occurring in the
stage are modelled by means of low-order physical models, equivalent to those adopted by Giuffré and Pini [15] for
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Table 4: ORC thermodynamic cycle specifications

Parameter Input Parameter Input Parameter Input

Tmax,orc Design variable ∆ph,ecap HEX model ηis,pump 65%
Tmin,orc Design variable ∆pc,evap HEX model ηis,turb Turbogenerator model
pmax,orc Design variable ∆Tpp,evap Design variable
Tc,cond,in Ram-duct model ∆ph,cond HEX model
ṁh,evap Turboshaft model ∆pc,cond HEX model
Th,evap,in Turboshaft model ∆Tpp,cond Design variable

Note: Subscripts H and C indicate heat exchanger (HEX) hot and cold sides.

axial turbine stages. Volute losses are computed using the model proposed by Japikse [23] for centrifugal compressors
and adapted to the case of turbine volutes. Fluid thermodynamic properties are calculated with a commercial software
library [33]. The combined impeller and volute mass is determined based on an automatically generated and simplified
computational aided design model generated by the program. In this procedure, rotor and stator blade masses are
neglected and the volute is treated as a hollow toroidal duct. The wall thickness of the components volute, stator base
plate and impeller shroud is set to 5 mm. This value is based on engineering practice and manufacturing considerations.

The generator is assumed to be a cylindrical FeCo-based permanent-magnet machine with a carbon fiber retaining
sleeve. The electromagnetic power of the generator and its windage loss within the air gap are modelled according to
the method of James and Zahawi [21] using optimized machine-specific parameters documented by van der Geest et al.
[48]. The mass-specific power is computed by interpolation using data from Ref. [48] expressed as a function of the
rotor surface velocity. The total mass of the generator system is obtained by summing the mass of the generator, the
mass of its power electronics and the mass of the DC-DC converter. The individual component masses are calculated by
dividing the electromagnetic power by the mass-specific power. Values of state-of-the-art mass-specific power related
to the power electronics and to the DC-DC converter are taken as 14.3 kW/kg and 62.0 kW/kg, respectively. These
values are obtained from the work of Gesell et al. [14]. The turbogenerator mass (mtg) is the sum of generator system
mass, radial-inflow turbine mass and volute mass.

The turbogenerator preliminary design tool requires as input the total inlet pressure and temperature, the total-
to-total stage pressure ratio and the design mass flow rate. The main output variables are the turbine total-to-total
efficiency (ηis,turb), the turbine mechanical efficiency (ηmech,turb), the generator efficiency (ηgen,orc), and the mtg.

2.8 Heat Exchangers

Figure 5 shows the chosen topology for the ORC evaporator, namely a multi-pass inline bare-tube bundle heat ex-
changer where the working fluid flows inside the tubes in a counter-crossflow arrangement with respect to the exhaust
gases. The nickle-base alloy Hastelloy X® is selected as construction material owing to its good oxidation resistance,
manufacturability, and strength at the high temperatures [18]. The tube outer diameter is set to 1.8 mm, while the tube
thickness is calculated given the pressure difference between the working fluid and the exhaust gases. The evapora-
tor optimization variables are the non-dimensional transversal pitch (xt,evap), the non-dimensional longitudinal pitch
(xl,evap) and the number of passes (npass,evap).

The condenser is a flat-tube-microchannel heat exchanger with louvered fins (see Fig. 6). Based on manufac-
turability considerations the following values are fixed: fin thickness 0.11 mm, flat tube thickness 0.2 mm, height of
the microchannels 1.6 mm. Furthermore, the louver fin length and louver pitch are set to be 90% of the fin height and
fin pitch, respectively. The condenser optimization variables are the fin height (bf,cond), the fin pitch (pf,cond), the louver
angle (ϕl,cond) and the length of the flat-tubes (Xcond). Based on the estimated space demand for the turboshaft engine
inside the nacelle the condenser width (Ycond) is fixed to 1.5 m (see Fig. 7). An aluminium alloy of the 3000 series is
selected as the construction material, as suggested in the technical report of Kaltra GmbH [25].

The in-house Python tool HeXacode is used for heat exchanger sizing. The program was verified by comparison
with a commercial code for heat exchanger design and rating [17]. The sizing procedure consists in calculating the
required heat transfer area for a given heat duty, given the inlet temperature, pressure, and mass flow rate of the hot
and cold streams. The outputs are the heat exchanger dimensions, mass, and pressure drops of the cold and hot sides.
For both the evaporator and the condenser, the frontal area is an input, while the depth is calculated to meet the design
specifications. In case of the condenser, this corresponds to determining the number of microchannels within a single
flat tube and in case of the evaporator the number of streamwise tubes per pass. For both heat exchanger types, the
geometry is discretized into several control volumes in which mean values of the fluid thermodynamic properties and
the corresponding heat transfer and friction coefficients are evaluated. The evaporator features a multi-pass layout and
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the number of cells is set equal to the number of passes. The condenser is discretized into three volumes representing
the different phases the working fluid undergoes (superheated vapour, two-phase fluid, sub-cooled liquid). The heat
transfer correlations are formulated in terms of Colburn factor or Nusselt number and the pressure drop calculation is
based on the estimate of the friction factor or the pressure gradient. The design calculation stops when the relative
difference in the calculated overall heat transfer area between two consecutive iterations is smaller than 1%.

+ +

+ +

+
+

+
+

+
+

Inline

X

Y

Z

Z

Figure 5: Evaporator core geometry: multi-pass inline
bare tube bundle.

Z

X

Y

Figure 6: Condenser core geometry: Flat tube mi-
crochannels with louvered fins.

2.9 Ram-air Duct

The ram-air duct houses the condenser of the ORC unit and provides it with ambient air for cooling. It consists of an
intake, a diffuser, a duct accommodating the heat exchanger and a convergent nozzle. Figure 7 gives an overview of the
main components of the ram-air duct and how they are arranged in the CC-TS configuration. The ram-air duct model
allows to compute internal losses and external losses due to friction and pressure drag, as well as thermal energy input
to the air flow due to the condensing fluid in the heat exchanger. The model is based on the compressible duct model
of the Python library openConcept [1] and is coupled with loss models for the intake, the diffuser, and pressure losses
arising from heat exchanger tilt. The thermal energy input results from the simulation of the ORC system on-design
operation and the condenser cold side pressure loss is computed according to the procedure described in Section 2.8.
The expansion through the nozzle of the duct is considered isentropic.

A subsonic scoop intake is assumed and its pressure recovery and drag are estimated using the method reported
in Ref. [12]. This method considers drag contributions due to skin friction, spillage drag and diverter drag. With
reference to Fig. 7, due to the location of the ram-air duct on the nacelle, the boundary layer thickness along the short
part of the nacelle in front of the intake is neglected, as well as the possible presence of a diverter. The drag of the
intake as well as the pressure recovery is a function of the intake design mass flow fraction (ṁfrac,intake), which is defined
as the geometrical intake area A1 divided by the stream tube area (A0) ahead of the intake (see Fig. 7). A value of
ṁfraction < 1 results in an isentropic compression of the incoming airflow ahead of the intake. This reduces the Mach
number at the entry to the intake and therefore increases the internal pressure recovery. However, spillage drag occurs.
A value of ṁfraction = 1 results in zero spillage drag but no isentropic compression ahead of the intake and an increased
intake Mach number which results in lower internal pressure recovery. Therefore, the selection of ṁfrac,intake depends
on a trade-off between internal and external losses and, for this reason, its optimal value is selected by the optimizer
(see Tab. 2).

The intake is followed by a rectangular diffuser. The total pressure losses are calculated based on the ratio of the
actual pressure over the ideal pressure recovery coefficient and depend on the diffuser area ratio ÆRdiff = A2/A1 [44].
While the diffuser entrance area (A1) is calculated from the intake specifications and the required mass flow rate, the
diffuser exit area (A2) depends on both the heat exchanger frontal area (A3) and its tilt angle (θcond). θcond is defined as
the angle between the normal of the heat exchanger frontal area plane and the core duct velocity direction (see Fig. 7).
A higher value of θcond is beneficial with respect to the frontal area of the heat exchanger, if duct cross sectional area
is limited. This also reduces the required ARdiff and therefore results in less diffuser pressure loss. However, a larger
tilt angle requires more deflection of the air stream, therefore it implies additional drag. The additional pressure loss
arising due to the heat exchanger tilt is modeled based on a fit of experimental results reported by Nichols [35]. The
heat exchanger inlet conditions are calculated assuming an isentropic expansion from the diffuser exit (A2 in Fig. 7) to
the heat exchanger inlet (A3 in Fig. 7).
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2.10 CC-TS Integration

The addition of an ORC WHR system to a turboshaft engine not only involves a mass addition but also demands for
additional space, which is limited onboard an aircraft. Volume limitations mainly affect the integration of the ORC heat
exchangers, posing a strong limitation on their performance, as the optimal heat transfer surface is bound to be smaller
than the optimal value if unconstrained by the volume limitation. Therefore, the integration of the ORC unit within
the aircraft is of key importance. Figure 7 depicts a preliminary concept regarding the integration of the ORC heat
exchangers into the nacelle containing the turboshaft engine and generators. A single evaporator is located right after
the free power turbine in a square-shaped duct extending to approximately 1.2 times the diameter of the engine. Two
condensers are integrated into the nacelle of the turboshaft engine. Tilting the condensers allows to keep the frontal
area of the assembly as small as possible. The maximal width of the condenser (Ycond) is given by the engine and
generator size requirements. Note that no information is available on how the generators are integrated into the nacelle
of the ONERA Dragon.

Figure 7: Preliminary concept of the integration of the ORC WHR unit and the turboshaft engine within the nacelle in
the aft of the aircraft. Variables A0, A1, A2 and A3 indicate the cross sectional areas along ram-air duct flow path.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ARENA framework is first verified by simulating the ONERA Dragon aircraft and comparing the results with pub-
lished data related to this aircraft concept [43]. Secondly, the verified framework is used to compute the performance of
a Dragon-type aircraft equipped with the optimized CC-TS engines and the result is compared with a reference aircraft.
The top level aircraft requirements (TLARs) of all considered aircraft are the same as those of the ONERA Dragon and
are listed in Tab. 1.

3.1 Verification Case

Two verification cases are simulated. They differ in the value of power specific fuel consumption during cruise
(PSFCnet,cr), while the TLARs remain the same as listed in Tab. 1. For verification case nr. 1 PSFCnet,cr is fixed
to a value of 0.145 kg/(kWh) and mpt to 9.40 t, which are values derived from data regarding the ONERA Dragon
provided by Schmollgruber et al. [43]. Schmollgruber et al. [43] assume a 10% improvement in PSFC over an engine
designed in the year 2020. However, no details on the technological advancements necessary to achieve this reduction
in PSFC are given. Therefore, a different value of PSFC has to be expected when using he engine model described
in Section 2.4. For verification case nr. 2 PSFCnet,cr is calculated using the engine model and the modelling assump-
tions stated in Section 2.4. The value of Πnoz is set to 1.17, to obtain an almost zero net thrust production by the
turboshaft engine. Table 5 compares the results of the verification cases with the data of the ONERA Dragon provided
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by Schmollgruber et al. [43].

The comparison shows that verification case nr. 1 is in good agreement with the data reported for the ONERA
Dragon. This verifies that the ARENA framework is able to compute the main characteristics of the aircraft with a
sufficient degree of accuracy. Based on the modelling assumptions of verification case nr. 2, the turboshaft engine has
a PSFCnet,cr that is approximately 10% larger than the value reported for the ONERA Dragon. This leads to an increase
in fuel consumption of 13% and an overall heavier and larger aircraft. The reference aircraft simulated and compared
with the optimized Dragon CC-TS concept in Section 3.2 differs in a similar way from the ONERA Dragon.

Table 5: Comparison of the results obtained with the developed simulation framework with the data published for the
ONERA Dragon [43]

Parameter ONERA Dragon Verification Case 1 Delta Verification Case 2 Delta

mmto (t) 67.9 68.2 0.4% 69.5 2.4%
moe (t) 42.7 42.8 0.2% 42.8 0.2%
mpt (t) 9.40∗ 9.40 0.0% 9.29 -1.2%
mwing (t) 8.40∗ 8.51 1.3% 8.64 2.9%
mfuel (t) 11.5 11.8 2.6% 13.1 13.9%
L/D (-) 17.2 17.2 0.0% 17.2 0.0%
S ref (m2) 121 122 0.8% 124 2.5%
b (m) 36.0 36.1 0.3% 36.5 1.4%
PSFCnet,cr (kg/kWh) 0.145 0.145 0.0% 0.159 9.7%
Ẇcr (MW) 11.1∗∗ 10.8 -2.7% 10.9 -1.8%
Ẇto (MW) 23.2 23.3 0.4% 23.7 2.2%
∗ Approximated based on data given in Ref. [43]
∗∗ Approximated based on data given in Ref. [43] and propulsive efficiency given by Defoort et al. [11]

3.2 Optimized Dragon CC-TS

The optimized Dragon CC-TS and the reference aircraft adopt the same powertrain architecture (Fig. 4 and only differ
in the used engine type. Both the CC-TS and the simple-cycle turboshaft engines of the reference aircraft are based on
the design assumptions given in Section 2.4. Table 6 shows a comparison between the main performance parameters
of the optimized Dragon CC-TS aircraft and those of the reference aircraft. Furthermore, Tab. 7 displays the optimized
design vector calculated for the Dragon CC-TS. In the case of the reference aircraft, Πnoz is selected as the only design
variable and its optimum value for minimum fuel consumption is determined to be 1.35.

The simulation of the aircraft powered by the optimized CC-TS results in an improvement of the estimated PSFC
(Eq. 5) of 7.7% and a reduction of mission fuel consumption (mfuel) of 3.8% if compared to the reference aircraft. mfuel
is a function of ṁfuel which is computed as the product of PSFC and Ẇcr. While the PSFC of the Dragon CC-TS is
7.7% lower than that calculated for the reference aircraft, its Ẇcr is 3.9% higher (see Section 3.2.1). As a result the
percentage of fuel saving is smaller than the improvement of PSFC. The powertrain mass of the Dragon CC-TS is
260 kg heavier than that of the reference aircraft, which is mainly due to the added mass of the ORC unit. Despite the
resulting increase in moe wing mass (mwing) does not vary appreciably. Furthermore, the increase in empty mass of the
Dragon CC-TS is balanced by a fuel mass reduction of 500 kg which results in the values of mmto being similar for both
aircraft. The lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) of the Dragon CC-TS is slightly higher due to thrust production by the ram-air
ducts which is considered as a reduction in zero-lift drag (see Section 2.2). The reference aircraft and the Dragon
CC-TS aircraft are both larger aircraft in terms of mass and wing size compared to the ONERA Dragon. This is due
to the engine design assumptions as explained in Section 3.1. The larger wing area combined with a fixed wing aspect
ratio (see Section 2.2) result in a slight violation of the wing span limit of 36 m that is taken as a constraint for the
ONERA Dragon design. This limit is not a certification requirement for the aircraft, but a limit imposed by airport gate
size for Airbus A320-sized aircraft. However, in order not to restrict the design space unnecessarily, it is not imposed
as an optimization constraint.

Figure 8 reports the mass breakdown of the CC-TS engine and Fig. 9 the simplified temperature-entropy diagram
of the ORC. The overall mass of the optimized CC-TS is 1620 kg, of which 1420 kg or 88% account for the mass of
the turboshaft engine and of the two engine-mounted generators, while the estimated mass of the ORC unit is 200 kg or
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12% of the total mass. Ẇcr of a single CC-TS engine is 5.35 MW, of which 5.10 MW is the electric power output of the
engine mounted generators and 250 kW is the net electric power output of the ORC unit. The resulting mass-specific
power of the CC-TS, turboshaft engine including generators and ORC unit are 3.3 kW/kg, 3.6 kW/kg and 1.3 kW/kg,
respectively. The thermal efficiencies of the CC-TS, turboshaft and ORC unit are ηnet,ccts = 53.9%, ηnet,ts = 51.4%
and ηnet,orc = 17.3%, respectively. The working fluid mass flow rate of the ORC system is 2.4 kg/s and the cooling
air requirement is 6.7 kg/s per condenser. One single CC-TS unit is equipped with two condensers (see Fig. 7). The
condenser has a dimension of 1.0× 1.5m× 0.05m (see Fig. 7 where the schematic representation of the heat exchanger
is approximately at scale) and a mass of 31 kg. The condenser cold-side pressure drop (∆pc,cond) is 390 Pa and it rejects
a thermal power of 600 kW to the atmosphere, which causes the the cooling air to undergo a temperature rise of 90 K.
As a result the ram-air duct generates a net thrust of 40 N which stems from a thrust attributed to internal forces of
180 N and a drag attributed to external forces of 140 N. The mass of the evaporator is 35 kg and it has dimensions of
1.1 × 1.1 × 0.08m (see Fig. 7 where the schematic representation of the heat exchanger is at approximate scale). The
evaporator recovers a thermal power of 1.46 MW. The mass flow rate of the gas turbine exhaust is 10.9 kg/s, the hot
exhaust gases enter the evaporator at a temperature Th,evap,in = 650 K and leaves it at 530 K. The evaporator hot side
pressure drop (∆ph,evap) is 1500 Pa which amounts to 4% of the FPT exit total pressure. The optimized ORC radial-
inflow turbine design has an efficiency (ηis,turb) of 95%, a speed of 74 500 rpm and a gross power output (Ẇgross,orc)
of 290 kW. The ORC turbogenerator mechanical efficiency (ηmech,turb) is 99% and the generator efficiency (ηgen,orc) is
97%. The ORC turbogenerator mass (mtg) is 62 kg, thus it accounts for about one third of the overall ORC system mass.
After accounting for turbine mechanical losses and generator efficiency the net power output of the turbogenerator is
280 kW and its mass specific power is 4.5 kW/kg. The net power requirement of ORC pump (Ẇnet,pump) is 30 kW.

Table 6: Comparison of the optimized Dragon CC-TS with the reference aircraft

Parameter Reference Aircraft Dragon CC-TS Delta

mmto (t) 69.4 69.1 -0.4%
moe (t) 42.8 43.0 0.5%
mpt (t) 9.26 9.49 2.5%
mwing (t) 8.62 8.61 -0.1%
mfuel (t) 13.0 12.5 -3.8%
L/D (-) 17.2 17.3 0.6%
S ref (m2) 124 124 0.0%
b (m) 36.4 36.4 0.0%
PSFCnet,cr (kg/kWh) 0.168 0.155 -7.7%
Ẇcr (MW) 10.3 10.7 3.9%
Ẇto (MW) 23.7 23.6 -0.4%

Table 7: Design vector of the optimized Dragon CC-TS

Parameter Πnoz Tmin,orc Tmax,orc pmax,orc ∆Tpp,cond ∆Tpp,evap Xcond ϕl,cond bf,cond
Value 1.27 398 K 549 K 54.4 bar 41.8 K 97.8 K 1.00 m 29.7◦ 10.1 mm

Parameter pf,cond xt,evap xl,evap npass,evap ṁfrac,intake θcond Ψis Φ ν
Value 1.41 mm 3.00 1.25 9 0.670 59.4◦ 0.966 0.394 0.460

3.2.1 Results Discussion

Table 7 lists the optimized design vector of the Dragon CC-TS aircraft. The values of the design variables result from
the complex mutual interaction of all sub-modules. For example, from a thermodynamic standpoint, ORC efficiency
is maximized by maximizing Tmax,orc and pmax,orc and minimizing Tmin,orc. However, the requirements associated with
the integration of the ORC unit within the nacelle result in values for these design variables that differ from their
thermodynamically optimal values, and lie between the respective lower and upper bounds specified in Tab. 2.

The pressure loss in the exhaust duct of the turboshaft caused by the evaporator (∆ph,evap) is 4% and it reduces
the turboshaft thermal efficiency by approximately 0.8%. As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, the evaporator frontal area
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Figure 8: CC-TS mass breakdown; The engine generator
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is larger than the FPT outlet area. This results in a lower bulk flow velocity and therefore pressure loss. Furthermore,
the evaporator optimization variables adopt values to minimize ∆ph,evap. The lowest pressure drop is achieved with the
maximum value of xt,evap and the minimum value of xl,evap. This configuration minimizes detached flow behind each
tube and therefore pressure loss. The number of passes (npass,evap) is the minimum value because this variable has little
effect on the evaporator number of tubes, and thus on ∆ph,evap. A higher number of passes would only lead to a higher
working fluid pressure drop. Finally, the evaporator pinch point difference (∆Tpp,evap) is maximum because it reduces
the required evaporator heat transfer area and therefore ∆ph,evap.

Despite the optimized evaporator design, the resulting configuration entails several disadvantages. First, a dif-
fuser is necessary to connect the FPT outlet to the evaporator. This not only adds length and mass to the system but also
causes additional pressure loss due to diffusion. Secondly, the increase in evaporator area and therefore the potential to
reduce pressure loss is limited by the additional nacelle drag as a result of an increase of propulsion system size.

While the evaporator only influences the thermodynamic performance of the CC-TS, the condenser additionally
interacts with the aircraft aerodynamics via the net force produced by the ram-air duct. The present results show that
it is possible to balance internal and external ram-air duct drag with the production of thrust due to heat addition to
the air flow, provided that the duct is properly designed. To achieve this benefit, optimal design variable values for
the condenser are those that provide a balance between the heat transfer area, the heat transfer coefficient and the air-
side pressure drop (∆pc,cond). The optimizer therefore selects the condenser design with the maximum frontal area to
reduce the flow velocity and therefore ∆pc,cond. The optimization process highlights that it is more beneficial to add
heat transfer area by increasing the flat-tube length (Xcond) and by tuning the fin parameters instead of increasing the
depth, which linearly increases the pressure drop. Similarly, a maximization of the free-flow-to-frontal-area ratio of the
condenser reduces the channel flow acceleration and, therefore, the maximum velocities and the pressure drop. This
result is achieved by reducing the number of flat-tubes which entails that the condenser fin height bf,cond is maximized.
Conversely, the fin pitch pf,cond is minimized in order to keep the heat transfer area to suitable values, and this causes
a minimal pressure drop penalty. Additionally, the ram-air duct adopts a large diffuser area ratio (ÆRdiff) to reduce the
condenser face velocity as much as possible. ÆRdiff adopts a value that is close to 6 which is the upper limit of the used
correlation.

As a consequence of the heat exchangers impact on turboshaft efficiency and aircraft drag, the performance of
the ORC unit is limited. This results in a Ẇnet,orc that only accounts for approximately 5% of cruise power demand.
To summarize the discussion above, the need to keep heat exchanger gas-side pressure drops as low as possible results
in: 1) high pinch point temperature differences which reduce the amount of heat exchanged with the exhaust gas and
the ram-air and 2) an increase in Tmin,orc which reduces ORC efficiency. This highlights the impact of heat exchanger
selection and integration on system performance and the mutual dependency between different parts of the system.

The working fluid is an important degree of freedom in the design of ORC systems [8], the thermodynamic
cycle parameters, the conversion efficiency, the design of the components, and their techno-economic performance
(turbine, heat exchangers, pump), depend on it. As briefly mentioned in Section 2.6, cyclopentane is selected as the
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working fluid because previous research [28] indicated that it satisfies many of the requirements for stationary WHR
applications in this power range. For this reason it was already selected as the working fluid in a previous study on a
combined-cycle auxiliary power unit [29]. However, the exhaust gas temperature of the turboshaft engine considered in
this work (650 K) is lower than the exhaust gas temperature of the stationary gas turbine (760 K) studied by Krempus
et al. [28]. The difference in temperature is due to the higher thermal efficiency of the turboshaft engine. Further
investigation is therefore required in the optimal selection of the ORC working fluid for highly efficient aircraft gas
turbine engines.

The generator output power required during cruise (Ẇcr) by the reference aircraft is 3.9% lower than that required
by the Dragon CC-TS, despite similar mass and L/D. This difference is caused by the different amount of residual thrust
(Fnet,ts) produced by the turboshaft engines of the reference aircraft with respect to the CC-TS engines. Fnet,ts affects
the required Ẇcr according to Eq. 3. The Fnet,ts of a single engine amounts to 970 N for the reference aircraft and 230 N
for the Dragon CC-TS. The engine residual thrust is set by the nozzle pressure ratio (Πnoz) which is an optimization
parameter in both cases. The optimum value of Πnoz depends on the exhaust duct pressure losses (∆ph,evap), on the
exhaust duct heat extraction (Q̇evap), as well as on propulsive efficiency (ηprop). For the studied engine configuration
a value of Πnoz in the range of approximately 1.0-1.2 results in a negative Fnet,ts and therefore an increased demand
of Ẇcr. A parametric study of the turboshaft model considering variations of the parameters ∆ph,evap, Q̇evap and ηprop
shows that optimal values of Πnoz always lead to a positive value of Fnet,ts. Furthermore, with increasing ηprop, the
optimal value of Πnoz reduces as the thrust is more efficiently generated by the powertrain if electric power is deliverer
to the ducted-fans than if it is generated by the exhaust jet. These results highlight that it is important to consider the
impact of Πnoz on the overall system performance.

3.2.2 Methodology Limitations

Possible improvements and limitations of the methodology are as follows.

• The current powertrain model does not consider the cooling requirements of electrical components. Especially
the turboshaft-mounted generators, with a rated power of approximately 6 MW, require active cooling during
take-off. The variation in mass and power requirement of this system is not included in the current analysis. As
explained in Section 2.3 the cooling system mass is assumed constant and included in the aircraft mass m′oe.
• The aircraft model does not consider the variation of the nacelle size and drag with respect to engine size. It can

be argued that the baseline drag polar of the reference aircraft includes the contribution of the nacelle. However,
in case of the CC-TS, modifications to the nacelle are necessary. The current modelling approach only considers
a change in wetted area of the nacelle by the ram-air duct model. Furthermore, nacelle and ram-air duct mass
are neglected.
• Fluid dynamic losses related to the engine exhaust duct are only partially modelled. For example, losses en-

countered in the diffuser connecting the FPT outlet to the evaporator are not accounted for. Furthermore, a
physics-based modelling of the engine’s nozzle losses is missing.
• The CC-TS system schematic of Fig. 7 shows that according to this conceptual arrangement the generators are

connected to the FPT via a radial drive shaft similar to the ones adopted for secondary power off-takes of turbofan
engines. However, the use of a high-speed generator might allow for the direct coupling of the generator with
the FPT shaft. Such a direct coupling may affect the air intake or nozzle flow path if the generators are placed
on the centerline of the engine. Therefore, the integration of the generators with the turboshaft engines and its
impact on propulsion system size and performance requires further investigation.
• The objective of the present work is to identify a propulsion system that is environmentally friendlier than

conventional gas turbine engines. Mission fuel consumption is selected as the figure of merit to assess the
environmental impact. However, while uncertainty is still large, most recent research suggests that non-CO2
emissions, such as the emission of NOx and water vapor, account for two thirds of radiative forcing caused by
aviation [32]. Therefore, to identify a CC-TS design that results in the least climate impact, it is necessary to
extend the current framework to also account for non-CO2 emissions. In this case a suitable figure of merit can
be the average temperature response suggested by Dallara et al. [9].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The work documented here is an initial feasibility investigation about the concept of a novel power unit for turbolectric
aircaft based on the concept of a combined cycle engine formed by a turboshaft engine and an organic-Rankine-
cycle (ORC) waste-heat-recovery (WHR) system. This novel aircraft architecture is investigated by means of a newly
developed multidisciplinary simulation framework encompassing the modeling of the complex powertrain and of the
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main design elements of the aircraft in order to estimate the merit parameters of the new aircraft over a representative
mission. In particular, this framework allows to compute the thermodynamic performance of the combined cycle
engine, performs the preliminary design of the components, and considers changes to the aircraft aerodynamics and
operating empty mass due to the addition of the new system. An optimal design of the combined cycle turboshaft engine
(CC-TS) is identified using a genetic algorithm. The optimization objective is the minimization of the mission fuel mass
based on the variation of 18 design variables. The investigated aircraft configuration is similar to that of the ONERA
Dragon concept. It is shown that a reduction of mission fuel mass of 3.8% is possible if the turboelectric powertrain
is equipped with a CC-TS instead of a simple-cycle turboshaft engine. The increase in operating empty mass of the
aircraft employing the CC-TS due to its heavier powertrain is balanced by the reduction in fuel mass, which results in
both the reference aircraft and the new concept having a similar take-off mass. Furthermore, calculations demonstrate
that the drag resulting from the ram-air duct which houses the condenser of the ORC unit can be balanced by thrust
generated due to thermal energy addition to the air stream. Heat exchanger size limitations and the need to keep gas-
side pressure drop as low as possible is identified as the most critical performance limitation of the ORC WHR unit.
Based on these findings, future work will investigate:

• different condenser topologies to reduce air-side pressure drop,
• different evaporator layouts that allow reduced gas-side pressure drop while keeping engine frontal area as small

as possible,
• different ORC architectures, e.g., adopting a recuperator could allow a reduction in condenser size and subse-

quently a potential reduction in drag due to ram-air ducts in case of an air-cooled ORC configuration,
• different ways to utilize the power provided by the ORC turbine, e.g., via mechanical coupling with the turboshaft

engine,
• the identification of an optimal ORC working fluid for airborne WHR applications,
• the optimal integration of the ORC system with the gas turbine engine and airframe, and
• the identification of an optimized CC-TS design for minimized environmental impact including non-CO2 effects.
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